
1:1 Bespoke Workshop

packages



OUR WORKSHOPS
We know our customers, the ones that stay up late to meet deadlines, develop new products and stay
on top of their socials. The ones that are juggling school drop offs. The ones that are in between their
own business and part-time jobs. The ones where their husbands say they are spending way too much
time on the gram’.
 
We have created packages that are not your everyday one-size-fits-all kind of packages. All For Small
has collaborated with Complete St to design a package with YOU in mind.We aren’t a Social Media
Agency that will offer you a strategy with all the Marketing lingo. We aren’t a design agency that will
only design you an aesthetically pleasing identity.
 
Our packages are developed based on passion, knowledge and experience within this industry to help
YOU gain clarity, minimise stress and have MORE time to enjoy the sweeter things in life. You won't be a
number to us, just another client or just another brand.
 
We will only be taking on a limited number of clients for our packages each month because it’s vital that
we are able to dedicate enough time to not just work FOR your business but become APART of your
business. We take the time to understand your client, learn how they think and understand what works
best for them. There is no one size fits all.



1/ READY, SET, LAUNCH!
Our Ready, Set, Launch Workshop is perfect if you are:

 
- You are full of ideas and are ready to take the leap into the Small Business world by
launching your own brand but are feeling overwhelmed and unsure where to begin.

 
- Building a business and ready to launch but want to ensure that you have a fail proof

launch plan to ensure it goes off with a bang! #BreakTheInternet
 

- You are an established business and are looking at launching a new range or product -
you want to ensure all eyes are on you when your new release is launched!  

We got you..$750.00 + GST
Or 4 easy installments of $189.00



2/ LEVEL UP!
Our Level Up Workshop is perfect if you are:
 
- A business owner that has all the ideas, all the goals but feel overwhelmed in how to
turn these ideas into action!
 
- Are at a stand still with your business and are ready to make some exciting changes to
freshen things up for 2020!
 
- Ready to turn your side hustle into a full time job to achieve the financial freedom you
have been working towards!

Are you ready? $800.00 + GST
Or 4 easy installments of $189.00



THE PROCESS
let's break it down

STEP 1/ - DISCOVERY

You will receive a Discovery Form to complete so we are able to get a better understanding of where you are at now
and where you want to be, your why, your industry, ideal customer audience and to give us a deeper understanding
of your business plans, ideas and more!

STEP 2/ - RESEARCH!

We dedicate approximately 3+ hours researching an doing our homework based on your Discovery Form. We want
to understand your audience, your industry and analyse your competitors (that you might not even know exist!) so we
can come to our first sesh full of ideas and insight ready to go for your feedback - no wasted time here!
Our research process allows us to predict and pull apart your challenges, understand all of your goals in much finer
detail. #DeepDivin'!



STEP 3/ - WORKSHOP #1

This is a 60 minute power session to discuss your Discovery Form and present to you our first round of research and
insights. It also allows us to ensure we are on the same page, gain any feedback on ideas presented within the
workshop and gain clarity on any further questions you may have. We are here for you to pick our brains, bounce your
ideas off and really have someone looking at your business with a whole new perspective!
 
We will discuss your current situation with:
Competitor Analysis | Your point of difference | Industry Analysis | Brand Values | Brand tone of voice | Idea
Brainstorming | Customer Journey | Customer Avatar | Current Challenges | Packaging | Influencer Strategy | Social
Media Strategy | Pricing | Email Marketing | Customer Pain points | Your position in the Industry and a tonne more!
 

STEP 4/ - RESEARCH!

Now that we are entirely 100% on the same page and already basically feeling apart of your business we go back to
the drawing board with all the info that we now have on where you currently are and where you want to be and we
create a step by step action plan, create personalised strategies for you and really map out for you the exact things
that you need to do to get this done! We condense all of your brand information that we discussed in our first
Workshop into a 30+ page presentation for you which will form your Little Black Book - essentially your entire business
guide that is beautifully presented for you to refer back to for inspiration and insights on your business!



STEP 5/ - WORKSHOP #2

A 90 minute session where we go over all of the findings from the Workshop and our second round of research. We
present you with and walk you through an action plan to see you through the next 6 months. We discuss strategies
that you can put into place and exactly where to begin.
 
We will discuss in depth our conclusion and research on:
Competitor Analysis - and how to remain one step ahead | Your point of difference - and how you can display this ins
your messaging | Social Media Inspo - what your Socials could look like | Industry Analysis - and where you can
position yourself | Brand Values - what defines your brand | Brand tone of voice - in line with your core values | Idea
Presentation - and how to implement | Customer Journey - and step by step things to action now | Customer Avatar -
complete profile | Current Challenges and how to overcome them | Packaging - how to get started and changed to
make to properly reflect your brand | Influencer Strategy - and how to reach out to them | Social Media Strategy -
Caption suggestions | Pricing | Email Marketing - the next steps | Customer Pain points - and how to solve them | Your
position in the Industry and a tonne more!
 

+ YOUR LITTLE BLACK BOOK! A 30+ PAGE DOCUMENT SENT TO YOU FROM OUR

WORKSHOPS THAT YOU CAN REFLECT BACK ON FOR GUIDANCE.
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YOU WILL WALK AWAY WITH:

 
- A 30+ page document that outlines where you are now, where you want to be and jam

packed with ideas on how to get there. We cover branding, socials, marketing,
customer journey ideas and everything in between.

 
- A 6 month action plan to keep you on track and accountable

 
- A brand inspiration board which will give you all the feels of what your brand could look

like. *This is inspiration only, no custom designs.
 

- A 3 month follow up call (30 minutes) to pick our brains even more on how you are
going and any questions you have!

 
- BONUS: Exclusive 12 month e-book outlining ideas on how you can maximise on

events, holidays and themes throughout the year. This will help you stop missing out on
potential ideas that will increase brand exposure and most importantly sales!!



3/ THE HEALTH CHECK
Our mini Health Check Workshop is perfect if you are:

 
- Not ready to invest the time and money into a complete 360 freshen up but are looking

for some outside perspective on areas to improve!
 

- Looking for some quick win actionable steps to improve your business within a short
period of time.

 
- Looking for clarity in your business and needing someone to bounce some of your ideas

off - that can also provide valuable feedback!  

Let's do this!$350.00 +GST
Or 3 easy installments of $119.00



THE PROCESS
let's break it down

STEP 1/ - DISCOVERY

You will receive a Discovery Form to complete so we are able to get a better understanding of where you are at now
and where you want to be, your audience and your current struggles that we can help you overcome.

STEP 2/ - RESEARCH!

We dedicate approximately 1+ hours researching an doing our homework based on your Discovery Form. We want
to understand your audience and come to our Power Session with a tonne of ideas, strategies and feedback!

STEP 3/ - POWER SESSION!

We lock in the health check where we will spend 1 hour discussing the discovery form, our insights, answering your
questions and giving you tips and tricks to address your current challenges.
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YOU WILL WALK AWAY WITH:

- A 10+ page document that outlines our workshop discussions, our findings and
insights.

 
- A 3 month action plan to keep you on track and accountable

 
- A quick win document that you can implement yourself

 
- BONUS: Exclusive 12 month e-book outlining ideas on how you can maximise on

events, holidays and themes throughout the year. This will help you stop missing out on
potential ideas that will increase brand exposure and most importantly sales!


